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CONCERNING MINIMAL PRIMITIVE CLASSES OP ALGEBRAS CONTAINING 
ANY CATEGORY OP ALGEBRAS AS A FULL SUBCATEGORY 
JiM SICHLER, Fraha 
Some primitive classes of algebras contain any cate-
gory of algebras as a full subcategory. Such primitive 
classes are, e*g» the primitive class of semigroups U 3 , 
the primitive class of commutative groupoids 15 J, the pri-
mitive class of a l l algebras with two unary idempotent ope-
rations [4}» 
The natural question arises - are there minimal (with 
respect to inclusion) primitive classes of algebras of given 
type with the mentioned property? 
Por the precise formulation of the answer we need so-
me notation* 
By concrete category ( JC7 Q ) we mean concrete ca-
tegory % together with a fixed forgetful functor D . 
Categories of algebras are treated as concrete categories 
with the usual underlying-set forgetful functor. Pull embed-
ding $ : ( # , , D^ ) —V ( ^ , Q 2 ) is a one-to-one 
functor onto a ful l subcategory of i t • A category ( # , Q ) 
into which any category of algebras can be ful ly embedded i s 
called binding (see [ 2 ] ) . A fu l l embedding $ i s called 
strong i f there exists a set-functor P with Q « $ -
c F ° O^ • A category ( # , D ) i s strongly binding, 
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i f spy category of algebras can be strongly embedded into 
i t . The c lass Ol ( 4 , 1 ) of a l l algebras with two unary 
operations i s strongly binding [3] fas well as the class of 
semigroups [6 ] [7 ] , and commutative groupoids [51. 
A sequence A ~ { ^ I oo <. fi J of ordi-
nals t indexed by ordinals wi l l be called a type. C/L (A) 
designates the class of a l l algebras of the type A # De-
ncte A' * { ae^ a A I ae^ > 0 J . Z A =JL^ ae^ 
means the usual sum of ordinal numbers* 
The main result of the present note i s the following 
assertion: 
Every OL (A) for I A i 2 and ccvul(A') £ 1 
contains a minimal binding primitive class %^ * 0 ^ i s 
strongly binding. 
Note that Ol (A) i s strongly binding i f and only 
i f Z A & 2 ([21 md C3J ) , so that the requirement 
ba/uLLA') £ 2 i s the only essential assumption of the 
above assertion. Thus, we have 
Problem 1. Are there minimal primitive classes JC S 
S OL C A) in the case of uucdL C A' ) « 1 ? 
This problem i s not yet solved* 
flotation. Let <Sd £ C£ ( 4 , 1 ) be a primitive 
class of a l l the algebras ( X ; y , y ) ( X i s a s e t f 
<y? ; X —> X a*** Y ' % —* ^ a r e unary operations) 
such that 
cf2(x,) = cf2(^) -*- ( y e y ) ( ^ ) 
y 2 CX) == yz (ty) ~ by o g>) (z) 
for every x, y f z in X * fe28 _ 
Theorem 1« The primitive class ^ i s strongly bin-
ding. 
Proof* A strong embedding <$ ; <ZC1,1) —-> X wi l l 
be constructed as follows: 
For A =r (X 5 oc? /S ) - an object in UCt71) -
put <S CA) = CZ j c?, y ) ; where 
Z r ( X ^ ? ) u ( ^ , V ; 
CX x 7) n i a,A , XrK \ - # • 
The operations 9? : _? —* Z , y ; Z —> Z ar* defi-
ned 88 folIOWS* 
$?(< X , 0 > ) * c / « x , 5 » » < x ? 3 > , 
^C<*X, 4 » « < o o C x ) - 3 > , 
9>«X ? 2 » » < /3Cx) , 4-> , 
¥ « * , 3 » - 9 > « * , <t»- &>«*%)- &(&*) - <** ;| 
y«oc, 6>) * ^ , 
V « x , 0>) • Y « * , 2 » -» y«>x ,<5»~ <*x,4-> , 
Vf<^c,4 >) » <«*, 3 > , 
YC<oc, 5 » =• ^ x • 
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A bit of computation shews that $ (A ) e £ • 
For A' - ( X' ; o c ' , /3 ' ) le t us denote §(A')~ 
* £ 2 ' y y ' , y ' ) , H ' . f X ^ y M ^ ^ j and for * # X - » 
- • X ' pot 
$ C f ) « . x , i >) =• <-PC4x),^ > if * 6 X 7 
<, a? 0<j •< ' 7 6 7 
§C4)Lax) «* a x , ; 
$c^)Ci^; - ^ • 
I t i s easy to see that for any homomorphism -f; /4 ->-
-->/(' the mapping $ C-f ) i s a homomorphism in it . Hen-
ce, $ : Ot (1,4) —> ££ i s a functor, i t i s , c lear-
l y , one-to-one. 
It remains to prove that $ i s onto a ful l subca-
tegory of oU • 
Take F : §> (A ) —y $ C A' ) - a homomorphism 
in o£ • 
As ax ( ax, resp.) i s the only fixed point of cp 
(of cp' r e sp . ) , then F C aK ) « a x / * Similarly, ue-
sing y and y ; we find that F (^ ) ** ^ / * 
Note that y " ' f-{ <% ] ) « X x i 6 } and y ' V f o ^ J ) -
- X x tS*^ analogously for $ (A'1* . It follows 
F ( X x f 5 J ) fi X ' x - C S ] , F C X x <6i) S X ' x f<?J . 
Let us denote <fCx), S > * FC<*, 5 » , <0-<*,6)>» FC< t x ? 6» . 
Now, we have F C < * , 4->) » F C ^ C < x 7 6 » ) ~y'CFC<x,tf»)-
- ^ / C < q , C * < ) , 6 » » < 9 . C x ) , 4 - > , FC<*> 3 > 1 « 
= FC9C<^,5>))-*9 /C<-fC»x),5r»«<4 :Cx?3> • It follows 
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<*fx), 3 > * F«x7 3»~ FCw«x ,4»)m y'CFUx, A»). 
But f y / r f f ( < - P f x ) , 3 > ? ) ~{<*(0(), 1 >? 9 nence 
FC<*x, 1 >) ~ <4 Cx), 1 > . 
Further., y'CFC<X, 0»= FCcpC<x,0») - F«cx,3» 
» <f f* ) , 3> and y /fFf<^,0>»-rFfyf<,x,0»)-<9^^>,*>. 
Oh the other hand, fy')'1C{<X173>] nCiy')'
1C{<<X2,*t>} ~ 0 
for 4x1 + X2 artits{<x1, 0 > J for «xf « ^ „ Thus 
F C < x , 0 » » <^f*x),0> - <iCx)70> , i . e . * - 9" > 
F f < * , 0 > ) » <f(x), 0> . 
Finally, y VFKx, 2 » ) - F f < X , ^ » =• <*(*),¥> 
mdCY')^C<<fC^)}¥>})^i<^Co^0>,<4C^),2>,<'fC>(),6>} -
If F f < x , 2 > ) * <-f f x ) , 0> ; then Ff < /S C x), 4-»« 
= FCcf«X,2>)) = <?'CFC<x70>) * < f ^ ) , 3 > - a 
contradiction. If Ff<x,-2>) * <-P Cx) , 6 > 7 then 
Ff<L3f,x), 4->) =cp'C<1Cx),6>) * 4rK' - a contradic-
tion again. 
Thus, F-$C*),*tX—>> X' . Moreover, 
f is a honiomorphiam, «f : A —> A ' , as <fCoc(X )) , 3 > -» 
• F(<cc,fx),3>)*Ff'gpf<X,4>))^ 
.<oc'f^fx)),3> and<-ff(3fx)),*>»FfSPC<*X,-2>?) * 
« 9>'f<-ffx) ,2» - </S'CfCx))? ¥ > * 
This concludes the proof. 
Remark. A binding concrete category f 3C 9 O ) has 
the following property: 
f For any cardinal number cC there i s an object A € 
(P) V e (3C, D ) such that Worn C A, A ) = A and 
I ca/co£ (TDCA )) £ cc 
( c f . t 2 l ) . 
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Theorem 2. No proper primitive subclass of £ i s 
binding* 
Proof. Note that for any algebra CX \ <f 7 Y ) in 
£ both <y* and Y2 are constant mappings. Denote 
cp2 CX) = -fa,? ? y
2 C X ) « f - ^ f . In particular, 
9>Ca) =• a^9C^) ? F^)=r£r . -ryW.Let i£r« vrCg>,i\r) » 
= qf**0 Y'*'•'</*"• T^; ir*v(cf,iir) b e w o r d s i n S* 
and y Let us denote £Cnv) * Z ^ + -Z ̂  • 
( i ) Let £ S £ be a primitive class in which ai 
equation Cg> o tcr ) Cx ) «= Cy *» str ) C,>< ) holds. Then, in 
particular, (cp o w)(cu) » Cy » 2/-) f a ) . It follows 
a s b • Every algebra A € i ^ has the constant map-
ping t&n/bt^ as an endomorphism. £^ i s not binding 
(see CP)). 
( i i ) (cp o w)(x) s (Cf o v) (X ) holds in £^ 9 
£ £ . I f >€ C^r) > 0 <- Z (v) 9 then the above e-
quatlon follow? from the equations of the class £ . I f 
Z Cw ) = 0 , then a, =* cp* (x) =* cp Cx) and p? 
i s a constant mapping. £1 i s , i n f e c t , some primiti-
ve class in- CX C 0, 1 ) p hence not binding. 
( i i i ) (Y ° W ) CiX )«• CY ° v) Cx ) - the same 
as in ( i i ) . 
( iv) From C cp o zcr )Cx) - C* i t follows a s cp (x), 
x - a .We have a tr iv ia l primitive class • 
(v) C Y ° W )(x) = X i s quite analogous 
to ( i v ) . 
Proposition. In general, strong embedding does not 
preserve primitive c lasses . 
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Proof. Compose the trivial strong embedding it 
—> C/t (1, 1) with strong embedding § : OtC1,1) -~> -J? . 
Theorem ?. Let A = { de^ I oo < (I } be a ty-
pe such that Z A £ 2 , CJCUUI CA') £ 2 . Then 
UL C A ) contains a minimal binding primitive classe JV . 
The class JC is strongly binding. 
Proof. Algebras in OtCA) have, due to the as-
sumption, at least two at least unary operations. Suppcse 
&C0 > 0, 96^ > 0 ; operations wil l be denoted by 
Q^ CoC -£ (I ) . 
Let us define a primitive class X £ C/L (A) by 
following equations: 
CO. Cx^,... ) * 0)4 Cx,Z,... ) , 
o.c^cx,... ) , . . .)= ox cox c / ^ , . . . ) , . . . ; 
for i , j = 0,1 * Hence, any algebra CX ; { o ^ I cc <: /3 j ) 
with X 4s 0 has elements a,b such that 
0)0 C 0>0 C X , . . . ) , . . . ) » a , 
6)-, Co;-, C x , . . . ) , . . . ) - i r . 
Let us finish the l i s t of equations: 
cd^Cx,...)* G)CCX,... ) for X •> 4 , a*. > 0 , 
0 ) ^ * 0 / for d e ^ «r 0 . 
It i s easy to see- that 3C i s an underlying-aet-preser-
ving copy of ££ in OtCA) and that primitive sub-
classes rf iC and yC are in one-to-one correspondence. 
We conclude that $C i s minimal (strongly) binding 
primitive class in CX (A ) # 
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Remark. There does not exist a smallest binding pri-
mitive class in OC(2) as well aa i a UC191) . *t 
follows for OCC2) from the fact that semigroups and 
commutative groupoids form binding classes , but not their 
intersection. For Ct ( 11 1 ) i t follows from £4J«. 
Using those facts and argument similar to this used 
in the proof of Theorem 3 , we obtain that in no Ct CA) 
with A -= A' exists 8 smallest binding primitive c lass . 
Problem 2 . Does any binding primitive c lass 3C G 
Q Vt(A) contain a minimal binding one? 
ft»oblem ? . Describe a l l minimal binding primitive 
classes in Ct (17 A ) • 
Problem 4 . Is the class of semigroups a minimal bin-
ding primitive class ? 
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